Sealed quotations are invited for and on behalf of the President of India by Chief Superintendent WMD, BARC Trombay, Mumbai from the eligible contractors to carry out the work described below:

**Description of Work:** AMC of process air compressors Khosla-Crepelle make, Qty: 2 Nos & Chicago pneumatic make, Qty: 1 no, capacity: 19.33 M³/min each, and Air drier, Trident make, capacity: 200 CFM, Qty: 2 Nos.

Interested parties are requested to contact on Telephone No. 2559 6724 for issuance of tender inquiry & detailed scope of work.

Enquiry shall be issued to the eligible contractors from 11.09.2019 to 20.09.2019 between 10:00 hrs to 16:00 hrs on all working days.

You are requested to submit your quotation in sealed envelope for the above mentioned job. The reference no. given above should be clearly mentioned on the sealed envelope and quote your lowest rate with cost break-up showing, labour cost, taxes and levies etc. separately for the same.

Quotation shall be complete in all respects with regard to specifications, validity of offer etc., and must reach via speed post / courier to the following address on or before 23.09.2019, by 12.00 hrs. The sealed quotation will be opened on 24.09.2019 at 14:00 hrs. in the office of AAO, GSS, BARC.

P R Sreekumar, FMD
WIP/WMD/BARC, Mumbai-400 085.

**Terms & conditions:**

1. Contractor should have pre-cleared security vetting of the firm/company as per the rules and regulations of the BARC security.
2. The workers / labours deployed for the said work shall have valid PVC and it should not be expiring during the contract period.
3. Offer shall be valid for minimum 60 days from the date of quotation opening and quoted price shall remain firm during the period of execution of the order.
4. All materials, tools, equipments required for the said job are to be provided by the contractor.
5. Your quotations are to be in printed letter head / quotation format which should consist of Sales Tax Registration Number registered with local ST authority / CST authority, PAN Number of the firm, Service Tax Registration Number etc.
6. Quotations that are received in computer generated form are to be construed as invalid and rejected.
7. Chief Superintendent, WMD, reserves right to accept / reject any or all quotations without assigning any reason.
8. The Payment will be made as per Government procedure after the job is completed satisfactory in all respects and has been approved by the officer supervising the job. Payment shall be made only on satisfactory completion of work and on production of bill in duplicate, advance stamped receipt, guaranty/warranty certificates stores, Receiving Voucher duly signed by ASO. In general after submission of all the papers, it takes about a month period for releasing the payment. As per standard practice followed in BARC Income tax @ 2%, surcharge on IT and educational cess at 2% on IT and SC will be deducted from the bill amount.

P R Sreekumar
FMD